maturin ballou was settled in providence rhode island as early as 1646 where he married hannah pike four of their six or seven children survived descendants are scattered throughout eastern united states

as plant physiology increased steadily in the latter half of the 19th century problems of absorption and transport of water and of mineral nutrients and problems of the passage of metabolites from one cell to another were investigated especially in germany justus von liebig who was born in darmstadt in 1803 founded agricultural chemistry and developed the techniques of mineral nutrition
in agriculture during the 70 years of his life the discovery of plasmolysis by Nagel 1851 the investigation of permeability problems of artificial membranes by Traube 1867 and the classical work on osmosis by Pfeffer 1877 laid the foundations for our understanding of soluble substances and osmosis in cell growth and cell mechanisms since living membranes were responsible for controlling both water movement and the substances in solution permeability became a major topic for investigation and speculation the problems then discussed under that heading included passive permeation by diffusion Donnan equilibrium adjustments active transport processes and antagonism between ions in that era when organelle isolation by differential centrifugation was unknown and the electron microscope had not been invented the number of cell membranes their thickness and their composition were matters for conjecture the nature of cell surface membranes was deduced with remarkable accuracy from the reactions of cells to substances in solution in 1895 Overton in the USA published the hypothesis that membranes were probably lipid in nature because of the greater penetration by substances with higher fat solubility
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dependency analysis is increasingly used in computational linguistics and cognitive science surprisingly compared with studies based on phrase structures quantitative methods and dependency structure are rarely integrated in research this is the first book that collects original contributions which quantitatively analyze dependency structures across different languages and text genres
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the supreme court compendium provides historical and statistical information on the supreme court its institutional development caseload decision trends the background nomination and voting behavior of its justices its relationship with public governmental and other judicial bodies and its impact with over 180 tables and figures this new edition is intended to capture the full retrospective picture through the 2013 2014 term of the roberts court and the momentous decisions handed down within the last four years including united states v windsor national federation of independent business v sebelius and shelby county v holder
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this book contains all oral presentations posters and workshop transactions of the 28th meeting of the european strabismological association that took place in bergen norway the highlight of the meeting is the esa lecture what can eye muscle studies tell us about strabismus by prof gunnar lennerstrand from stockholm all 60 oral presentations of the following sessions are described screening amblyopia eye movements vision refraction nystagmus stereopsis exotropia vergence problems refractive surgery cataract and strabismus surgery botulinum toxin emg oblique muscles paralytic strabismus thyroid duane syndrome and varia

Quantitative Analysis of Dependency Structures 1934

a history accompanied by documentary material and biographical sketches of the american sympathizers who emigrated to connecticut after the battle of long island

Popular Astronomy 1943

reflections on biochemistry in honour of severo ochoa offers reflections on a wide range of topics relating to biochemistry including energy metabolism lipids and saccharides regulation nucleic acids and the genetic code protein biosynthesis and cell biology the essays celebrate severo ochoa s outstanding contributions to biochemistry spanning nearly half a century this book is comprised of 47 chapters and begins with a biography of ochoa and his scientific work in the field of biochemistry particularly his research on intermediary metabolism rna synthesis and the genetic code the discussion then turns to energy metabolism photosynthesis and fermentation touching on topics such as the role of lactic acid in the development of biochemistry and the biosynthesis of cell components from acetate the next section is devoted to lipids saccharides and cell walls and includes chapters that deal with biotin sulfur biochemistry and dipicolinic acid subsequent chapters explore hormonal regulation of adipose tissue lipolysis the structural relationship between genes and enzymes bacteriophages colicins and ribosomes and cell biology and neurobiology this monograph will be of interest to biochemists and students of biochemistry
Decisions and Orders 1894

in this groundbreaking work of first order scholarship eric johnson makes a vitally important contribution to the field of christian counseling he first presents a detailed overview and appreciative but critical evaluation of the reigning paradigms in the field of christian counseling particularly biblical counseling and integration building on their respective strengths he seeks to move beyond the current impasse in the field and develop a more unified and robustly christian understanding drawing upon the bible and various christian intellectual and soul care traditions and through a christian reinterpretation of relevant modern psychological theory and research johnson proceeds to offer a new framework for the care of souls that is comprehensive in scope yet flows from a christian understanding of human beings what amounts to a distinctly christian version of psychology this book is a must read for any serious christian teacher student or practitioner in the fields of psychology or counseling
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learning to code has never been easier than with this innovative visual guide to computer programming for beginners coding skills are in high demand and the need for programmers is still growing however taking the first steps in learning more about this complex subject may seem daunting and many of us feel left behind by the coding revolution by using a graphic method to break code into small chunks this ebook brings essential skills within reach terms such as algorithm variable string function and loop are all explained the ebook also looks at the main coding languages that are out there outlining the main applications of each language so you can choose the right language for you individual chapters explore different languages with practical coding projects to show you how programming works you ll learn to think like a programmer by breaking a problem down into parts before turning those parts into lines of code short easy to follow steps then show you piece by piece how to build a complete program there are challenges for you to tackle to build your confidence before moving on written by a team of expert coders and coding teachers the beginner s step by step coding course is the ideal way to get to grips with coding

The Lather 1890

john white ca 1602 1673 was baptized in south petherton somerset england he married joan 1606 1654 daughter of richard and maudlin staple cooke west 1627 in drayton parish somerset they lived in drayton for awhile with their two oldest sons before immigrating to salem mass in 1639 they later moved to wenham and to lancaster they were the parents of nine known children five children were born in england the rest in massachusetts one son thomas settled in wenham and another son josiah in his estate in lancaster descendants live in massachusetts new york new hampshire ohio illinois maine vermont canada and elsewhere
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